Today's gamers greatly value social networking aspects like finding, connecting, and communicating with their friends to enhance their online gaming experience. Messaging services need to deliver on that expectation or risk losing players. Game developers and platform providers need global scale, real-time performance, and strong security in a messaging solution.

Expand your gamer base globally
Connecting a large number of gaming clients simultaneously on a global scale is a big challenge. Akamai’s globally distributed intelligent edge platform addresses your scaling problem, allowing you to connect millions of gamers in real time worldwide.

Don't let your small messages create big invoices
If you send lots of small messages with other messaging services, you may be getting overcharged. Akamai’s fees are based on total GB of data delivered, whereas most of the other cloud providers do message metering.

Delight your gamers through guaranteed message delivery
Connections sometimes drop or slow down, causing a frustrating gaming experience. Akamai’s technology is designed to ensure your gamers reconnect and continue their in-application chats in real time and in the right order. Unlike alternative solutions, Akamai can handle a vast number of connections every second.

Deliver new data-driven solutions through real-time messaging
Some messaging platforms limit the number of messages per second. With global scale and a high-throughput edge messaging platform, Akamai helps you push unique in-game digital offers and promotions instantly to your entire gaming community around the world.

Learn more at akamai.com/edgecloud